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CONFLUENCE SERVICES
The mission at Confluence is to offer excellence in environmental design and
consulting services through integrity, hard work, innovation, and customer
satisfaction.

Our Services:
Confluence applies a multidisciplinary approach to each environmental planning, design and
restoration project. We integrate the fields of fluvial geomorphology, hydrology, GIS spatial
analysis and mapping, engineering, ecology, fisheries biology and botany. Our main service
areas are outlined below:

Stream Restoration and Channel Design
Confluence provides natural stream design and bioengineering services for the restoration of
streams and rivers. In addition to restoring streams to improve fish and wildlife habitat, we
have engaged in the design of over a dozen stream remediation, relocation and stabilization
projects involving contaminated stream beds and floodplains. Our stream channel design
services include:
 Geomorphic channel design
 Hydrologic and hydraulic modeling
 Sediment transport modeling
 Bank and bed stabilization
 Fish habitat restoration
 Revegetation
 Floodplain and riparian restoration
 Endangered species protection
 Erosion and sediment control

Watershed and Land Use Planning
Confluence offers comprehensive services to address watershed planning and management
needs. Our services are available at various levels of involvement, from field sampling and
monitoring to complete watershed planning and restoration assistance. Confluence can help:
 Study floodplains and delineate wetlands
 Provide water quality planning and management
 Develop cost-effective best management practices
 Assist with grant writing
 Provide public outreach and education
 Gather field data and prepare analysis and studies to meet EPA mandates

Water Resource Engineering
Our water resource engineering and design services include:
 Irrigation diversions, headgates, and pin and plank structures
 Culverts
 Fish passage and barriers
 Water elevation control
 Hardened livestock crossings
 Hydraulic and floodplain modeling (HEC-RAS)
 Stream and river bed scour analysis
 Incipient motion analysis of stream particles

CONFLUENCE SERVICES
Permitting and Compliance Services
Confluence’s approach to environmental compliance is to work in close partnership with our
clients and regulatory agencies to minimize potential conflict and streamline the permitting
process. The integrity of our environmental planning and permitting services has earned the
respect of regulatory agencies, allowing us to gain quick approval to meet client timelines and
budgets. Our services include:
 Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessments
 Wetland delineation
 Wetland mitigation planning and design
 Environmental regulation permitting –
Federal, State and local (404, 310, SPA124, 318)
 Floodplain mapping and permitting
 Sediment and erosion control plans (SWPPP)
 Water quality permits
 Weed management and revegetation plans
 Storm water discharge permits

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Database Management
Our staff have extensive experience in all aspects of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) management. We are proficient in:









Design and construction of large GIS databases
Preparation of data collection plans and field data collection
materials
Collection of survey-quality GPS data
Performance of complex spatial analyses (including 2D and
3D dimensional, proximity and overlay analyses, 3D
modeling, and geostatistics)
Preparation of maps, tabular data summaries, and 3D
animation
Development and application of spatial data accuracy
standards and metadata documentation
Providing engineering design support

Environmental and Ecological Services
Confluence is capable of collecting and analyzing relevant field data to evaluate the health of
aquatic systems and establish baseline data for future monitoring. We can help:






Provide data collection and analysis services to evaluate the health of fish
communities, macro invertebrates, periphyton, riparian and wetland vegetation,
and stream channel conditions
Design and implement research and monitoring plans to quantify resource
baseline conditions and characterize water quality impairments or project
related impacts
Conduct fish population surveys, riparian vegetation assessments, habitat
inventories, channel stability assessments and channel classifications

Confluence Team Members

TEAM MEMBERS
James A. Lovell, Principal / Stream Ecologist








MS, Stream Ecology
BS, Zoology





27 years experience
Restoration design
Preliminary assessments
Site inspections
Fluvial geomorphology &
channel stability assessment
River channel design





Bioengineering and bank
stabilization
Fish habitat restoration
Watershed planning,
restoration & management
Project management and
construction oversight

Jim Lovell is a stream restoration specialist with 27 years experience in the research and
recovery of aquatic systems. Jim is known nationally for his expertise in stream restoration
and the use of natural channel design and bioengineering methods to stabilize rivers and
streams. This work has included the biological and geomorphic assessments of stream
channels; design, permitting, and construction of fish habitat; restoration for threatened and
endangered species; and relocation of streams and rivers. In addition, Jim has designed and
constructed miles of bioengineered bank stabilization treatments to protect hazardous waste
landfills, earth dams, and infrastructure; and to control contamination sources for water quality.
improvement.

Jim Johnson, GIS and Data Quality Manager




19 years experience
CERCLA and CECRA
projects









Abandoned mine reclamation
Remedial investigations
Feasibility studies
Remedial/reclamation design
Data validation
Spatial and non-spatial data
management
Two and three dimensional
data visualization and
modeling







Spatial data analyses
Quantities calculations for
remedial design and other
tasks
Litigation support & advocacy
Preparation of maps,
construction drawing sets &
presentation materials
Project management

Jim Johnson is our GIS and Data Quality Manager with over 19 years experience managing
very large and complex spatial and non-spatial relational databases within the demanding
environment of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA, aka Superfund) Remedial Investigation, Feasibility Study, and Remediation Design
process. Jim began his GIS career in 1992 with the University of Montana’s Riparian Wetland
Research Program. Since 1996, he has provided efficient GIS solutions to government and
industry through interdisciplinary consulting firms, with mine site and riverine / riparian zone
remediation as the focus of his project experience.
Jim has performed all aspects of spatial data management and analysis common to the
remedial investigation, feasibility study, and remediation design processes, including
delineation and quantification of contaminated materials, remedial design of stream channels
and their floodplains, 2-D and 3-D modeling of stream sediment and coordination of data
management activities among cooperating agencies and private contractors.

TEAM MEMBERS
Mike Sanctuary, Stream Restoration Division Manager








MS, Environmental
Studies
BA, Biology
13 years experience





Restoration design
Preliminary assessments
Site inspections
Channel classification &
channel stability assessments
Bioengineering bank
stabilization
Watershed management
Fisheries studies





Biological monitoring and
assessment of fisheries and
water quality
Wildlife biology
Construction oversight and
management

Mike Sanctuary is our watershed restoration specialist and senior project manager with 13
years of professional experience. Mike combines his knowledge of hydrology, geomorphology,
and fisheries in developing several restoration projects throughout the Rockies. After obtaining
his master’s degree from the University of Montana, Mike focused his career on aquatic habitat
and water quality restoration with Confluence. Mike’s experience includes coordinating several
large stream channel and wetland restoration projects in the Big Hole, Clark Fork, Jefferson,
Shields, and Beaverhead River watersheds. These projects included channel relocation,
habitat improvement, bank stabilization, fish screening and passage for native Westslope
cutthroat and bull trout as well as non-native game fish. Mike currently manages the stream
mitigation monitoring contract for the Montana Department of Transportation and is working
toward implementing a large watershed restoration project aimed at eradicating Eurasian
watermilfoil from the upper Missouri River.

Rich McEldowney, Professional Wetland Scientist, Riparian Ecologist








MS, Rangeland Ecosystem
Science
BS, Wildlife Biology



15 years experience
Environmental
Permitting
Wetland Delineation
Wetland Monitoring and
Mitigation
Botany and Plant
Science







Stream inventories and
surveying
Riparian Ecology
NEPA / ESA
Floodplain Restoration
Soil Science

Rich is a certified professional wetland scientist (#1439) and a returned Peace Corps volunteer
(Philippines 1994–1996). Over the past 19 years he has managed and contributed to riparian,
wetland, floodplain, and stream-related projects throughout Montana and the Rocky Mountain
West. Rich typically assists his clients in the roles of senior project manager/problem solver
and wetland expert. In these roles he assists his nonprofit, governmental, and private clients
to solve their environmentally related problems or concerns. He specializes in ecosystem
functions, particularly as they relate to habitat and water quality. An excellent communicator,
Rich is adept at identifying the key components of complex problems or situations and
matching them with the appropriate expertise to provide fast, accurate, and effective solutions.

TEAM MEMBERS
Ty Traxler, P.E. Civil Engineer





BS, Mechanical
Engineering
9 years experience






Hydraulic modeling (HECRAS, WSPRO)
FEMA floodplain delineations
Bank stabilization
Fish passage design
Construction plans for
residential and commercial
development






Storm water, sewer, street,
and water design reports
GIS applications
SWPPP Administrator
Construction Oversight

Ty is our civil engineer with 9 years of professional experience.
He has a thorough
knowledge of federal, state, and local regulatory and permitting requirements and easily guides
clients through conceptual design to construction phase, to public processes for approval. He
has experience in water conveyance and pipe system hydraulic analysis, floodplain
delineations, and flood analysis of streams using HEC-RAS modeling and other mapping tools.
Ty provides onsite construction oversight services on several of Confluence’s restoration
projects, ensuring each project is properly constructed while adhering to all regulatory
requirements.

Mark Story, Hydrologist




MS, Watershed
Management







BS, Wildlife Management,
Fisheries Option
39 years experience
NEPA/ESA
Air quality
Forest hydrology
Watershed management








Mine reclamation
Watershed assessments
Monitoring and reporting
Stream gage installation and
data management
Water rights
Forest fire rehabilitation

Mark is a retired U.S. Forest Service hydrologist, serving 38 years with four national forests
including the Gallatin National Forest, 1988-2012; San Juan National Forest (Colorado), 19801988; Shoshone National Forest (Wyoming), 1976-1980; and Cocoino National Forest
(Arizona), 1974-1976. In addition to a wide variety of hydrologic assessment and monitoring
experience, he has provided Air Quality monitoring services to multiple Forest Service regions
and individual Forests. Mark has extensive experience in EIS/NEPA, watershed analysis, air
quality analysis, water rights, watershed rehabilitation, and wildfire rehabilitation.

TEAM MEMBERS
Ronda L. Burns, P.E., CFM Water Resources Engineer, Hydrologist







MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering
BA, Spanish




11 years experience
Certified Floodplain
Manager
Hydraulic Modeling *HECRAS, WinXSPRO)
Hydrologic Modeling (HECHMS)
Water resources engineering









Fisheries enhancement &
stream restoration
Floodplain management
Bridges, culverts, & structures
Surface water hydrology
Channel stability assessment
Open channel Hydraulics
Sediment Transport Analysis
(SAM)

Ronda Burns, a licensed civil engineer, has 11 years of consulting and agency experience in
water resources engineering. She holds an M.S. in Civil Engineering from Colorado State
University, where her research focused on a regional rainfall frequency analysis of the Palmer
Divide area of Colorado. Ronda specializes in hydrology, hydraulics, geomorphology, and
sediment transport modeling. Her experience includes bridge hydraulics and scour, river and
stream restoration, floodplain management, and water quality projects.

Gabriel Murray, Engineering Intern



BS, Environmental
Engineering, Water Emphasis








2 years experience
Restoration design
Channel surveying
Site inspections
Stream surveys
Construction inspections





Environmental monitoring
AutoCAD Civil 3d
Hydraulic calculations

Gabriel Murray is an EIT with experience in stream channel surveying, hydraulic modeling,
construction inspections, drafting, and assisting in developing designs for restoration and
enhancement projects. Gabe is proficient in GIS and AutoCAD Civil 3D software programs,
and provides technical support on several of Confluence’s stream and wetland projects.
Gabe’s background includes working for tribal entities, government agencies, and private firms/
companies.

TEAM MEMBERS
Adam Pate, Field Technician, Office Manager






BS, Anthropology, Geology,
Archaeology Emphasis



GIS Mapping
Surveying
Data analysis and
reporting
Cultural resources
management
Environmental
Monitoring






Financial and Administrative
Management
Marketing
QAQC
Website development

Adam is Confluence’s Office Manager and Field Technician. He incorporates his background
in archaeology, geology, and GIS to assist in the design, construction, and monitoring of water
quality, wetland, and fisheries restoration projects. His project experience includes map
design and layout, and hydrologic, biologic, and geomorphic data acquisition, processing, and
analysis. He is also a trained field archaeologist, having completed Archaeological Field
School in 2012 working extensively with the Saginaw-Chippewa Tribe of Michigan. In addition
to Adam’s technical skills, he offers financial and office management services to help keep
Confluence’s operation running smoothly.

Arlin Grimes, Fish Biologist and Construction Manager



BS, Fish and Wildlife
Biology
18 years experience








Stream and wetland
construction oversight
Plan review
Equipment contractor
guidance
Field fitting designs
Construction documentation
Construction review








Stream channel construction
Wetland construction
Stream and wetland design
Revegetation implementation
Construction cost estimation
Specialized equipment
methods for aquatic
environments

Arlin began operating heavy equipment in 1982, and over the next 15 years he worked in
agriculture, logging, building construction, earthwork , and wild land firefighting. IN 1997, he
started a heavy equipment company specializing in stream and river restoration, pond and
wetland creation, mine reclamation, and road decommissioning. Arlin has been involved in the
design, permitting, management, and construction of more than 200 projects in 9 states. In the
past ten years, Arlin has been the lead equipment operator and construction site project
manager for over 100 stream and river restoration projects.

CONFLUENCE understands the importance of protecting our natural resources and
preserving recreational and economic opportunities.
We have designed and implemented hundreds of successful environmental restoration
projects, working hand in hand with ranchers, conservation groups, state and federal
agencies, and public citizens to promote a healthy environment for everyone’s benefit.
Our goal is to restore our natural landscape and preserve our natural heritage,
recreation, and quality of life.
Confluence strives to design and implement projects based on the ecological and
physical processes found in nature. Our reputation for innovation has allowed us to
restore rivers, streams, and wetlands in 16 states across the US. These projects not
only improve habitat for fish and wildlife, but improve water quality, increase
environmental health, and preserve land values for future generations.

Confluence Consulting, Inc.
Project Examples

WETLAND AND STREAM MITIGATION BANKING
Upper Missouri Stream, Riparian and Wetland Mitigation Bank
Hamilton Ranch, Three Forks, MT
Confluence was retained to develop a concept plan for stream, riparian, and wetland mitigation
banking opportunities on the Hamilton Ranch. Mitigation opportunities included preservation,
enhancement, and restoration of emergent, scrub shrub, and forested wetlands along the
Beaverhead, Ruby, Big Hole, and Jefferson River corridors. Confluence’s wetland scientists
observed existing conditions of over 1,000 acres of wetlands on the property to determine
mitigation potential and to prioritize areas in a phased banking approach.
Identified mitigation banking opportunities included:
 Removing hard bank armor, riprap, and junk from stream banks
 Converting croplands to native riparian vegetation
 Restoring adequate channel dimensions
 Improving riparian vegetation composition within
buffer zones
 Removing floodplain berms and levees
 Improving spawning habitat
 Grazing management
 Increasing elevation of groundwater tables
The final deliverable of this effort included a 250 page concept plan outlining all enhancement
and restoration options for each stream, riparian zone, and wetland within the designated study
area of the ranch. Over 100 maps were generated, illustrating existing conditions for each
surveyed reach. This document was used by the client to prioritize and plan future phases of
the mitigation bank.
Following completion of the conceptual plan, Confluence was retained to develop final concept
plans and delineate wetlands on 1,300 acres of the ranch and submitted a report of findings to
the Army Corps of Engineers. Final data collected for the effort included:





150 test pits for wetland delineation
15 surface water flow monitoring sites
Topographic surveys of channel cross sections and longitudinal profiles
Culvert invert elevations

Upon completion of Confluence’s mitigation plan, the U.S. Army Corps certified the Upper
Missouri Mitigation Bank for credit sales.

Wetlands delineated at the Hamilton Ranch, Twin Bridges, MT

STREAM RESTORATION AND FISHERY ENHANCEMENTS
Poindexter Slough Fisheries Enhancement Project
Preliminary Feasibility and Engineering Plan
The Beaverhead Watershed Committee retained Confluence to survey and develop restoration recommendations for improving fish habitat and water quality along four miles of Poindexter Slough. At one time, Poindexter Slough was a natural side channel of the Beaverhead
River, but is currently controlled by a headgate.
Potential improvements identified were restoring
appropriate width: depth ratios for riffles and
pools, removing or isolating fine sediment deposits from the stream bed, and encouraging
natural recruitment of willows and other woody
riparian vegetation. Confluence assisted the
Beaverhead Watershed Group in preparing a
successful DNRC Resource Renewable Grant
and Loan application, which was ranked in the
top five to be funded by the Montana Legislature
in 2011.
Final Engineering Plans and
Construction Specifications
Confluence was extended a second contract
with the Beaverhead Watershed Committee to
produce final designs and construction specifications for the preferred alternative from the Feasibility Study. Project components included developing hydrologic design criteria, monitoring
stream flows, surveying channel cross sections,
longitudinal profiles, and irrigation infrastructure,
producing construction-ready drawings and
specifications, and preparing a flow management plan to the Watershed Committee, Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and the Dillon Canal Company. Final design plans included:





Re-grading 5,700 feet of the channel to improve pool and riffle habitats and reduce fine
sediment accumulation,
Modifying channel width and depth throughout the 4.75 miles of the channel to encourage
fine sediment transport and improve angling,
Re-sloping vertical banks and transplanting 130 willows to reduce bank erosion,
Upgrading diversion structures on the Beaverhead River and the Dillon Canal to enable
flushing flows, eliminate backwatering, and improve fish passage.

STREAM RESTORATION AND FISHERY ENHANCEMENTS
Poindexter Slough Fisheries Enhancement Project (Cont.)
Construction Oversight
Construction of the Poindexter Slough Fisheries Enhancement Project began in January,
2015, with Confluence providing oversight to ensure the project was built according to the
project's design and specifications. Oversight included staking all project reaches, inspecting
elevations of the diversion structures and headgates, and ensuring the proper gradient
throughout the re-graded channel segments.

Over-wide and eroding channel segment of Poindexter
Slough prior to project construction

Narrowed and stabilized channel segment immediately following construction.

New screw gates at head of Poindexter Slough capable of
producing flushing flows

Sediment removal and pool habitat enhancement work in
Poindexter Slough.

STREAM RESTORATION
& BANK STABILIZATION
Bear Creek Stream Restoration and Bank Stabilization
Three severely eroding banks were
contributing fine sediment to a
spawning reach of Bear Creek and
jeopardizing ranch infrastructure.

Before stabilization

Confluence provided consultation,
surveying, design, permitting, and
construction oversight services to
install bioengineered bank
stabilization treatments on each of
the three banks.

Bank during project construction

6 months after project completion

Bank immediately after construction

Confluence’s design approach
focused on stabilizing the bank
with a stone toe and
revegetating the upper banks
with sod, willows, and native
seed while maintaining or
improving the existing fish
habitat. The banks have
remained stable through
several high flow events.

STREAM AND HABITAT
RESTORATION
Jarbidge River Emergency Bull Trout Habitat Reconstruction
Confluence was retained by the US Department of Justice and US Forest Service to provide a
wide spectrum of services surrounding a high-profile stream restoration project focusing on
endangered bull trout.
Located in remote northern Nevada, the Jarbidge River was severely impacted by a major
flood event and unauthorized river reconstruction. The resulting poor condition of the river
caused the resident population of bull trout to be listed as endangered under emergency
provisions of the Endangered Species Act. Confluence worked with five state and federal
agencies to develop restoration plans and provide construction oversight to restore over 2,000
feet of channel and floodplain, with completion of the entire project within 2.5 months of
contract execution.
Throughout the construction process, significant steps were taken to avoid and minimize the
introduction of sediment and turbidity in the water. These steps included:

 Diverting the entire Jarbidge River flow around the project site in a lined diversion ditch;
 Intercepting groundwater in a series of dewatering trenches and sumps upstream of



construction activities to keep clean water from entering the construction area and the
completed channel;
Pumping turbid water onto the floodplain to allow it to filter through vegetation and infiltrate
into the ground;
Installing nearly 3,000 feet of silt fence
along haul roads, the diversion ditch, and
other construction areas; and scheduling
construction activities so that two or
more activities with the potential to
produce sediment would not occur
simultaneously

Before and After Restoration

STREAM RESTORATION AND FISH BARRIERS
Goose Creek Stream and Floodplain Restoration and Westslope
Cutthroat Trout Conservation Project
Kalispel Tribe of Indians, Priest River, Idaho

During the 1950s, Goose Creek, a tributary of the West
Branch of the Priest River in the Idaho Panhandle, was
channelized to maximize agricultural land use and drain
adjacent wetland meadows. Confluence stream restoration
specialists and water resource engineers were retained to
develop conceptual plans to restore four miles of Goose
Creek and several hundred acres of adjacent wetlands. An
overriding goal of the project was to restore Goose Creek to
its historic elevation in order to provide improved instream
habitat and a functional floodplain with dense riparian
vegetation.
Confluence developed Phase 1 final design components including a 600 acre wetland
delineation, geotechnical analysis, structural design for fish barrier, and the initial 3,400 feet
of channel relocation. The fish barrier and associated floodplain dike were constructed in
2011, while the first phase of channel relocation
was constructed in 2012.
The fish barrier is
designed to pass a 100 year flood event (770 cfs)
and prevents upstream migration of non-native fish
by dropping over a five feet vertical concrete wall.
Designs and specifications were completed to the
level of detail necessary for bidding by qualified
concrete and excavation contractors. Geotechnical
engineering was conducted by excavating several
test pits to determine soil engineering properties
and depth of groundwater in the vicinity of the
barrier.
Results of these geotechnical
investigations necessitated moving the structure to
the south end of the meadow to allow it to tie into bedrock Goose Creek fish barrier site plan.
formations 12 feet underground. Helical piers were installed where bedrock formations
were too deep, and provide a sound foundation to construct the concrete footers.
Confluence finalized designs for Phase 2 of the project, which entailed relocating an
additional 4,500 feet of channel and establishment of 2.8 acres of wetlands. Construction of
Phase 2 began in 2014 and is scheduled for completion in 2015.
Confluence is assisting with the implementation of
a five year restoration plan for restoring four miles
of Goose Creek in the Idaho panhandle

Goose Creek fish barrier immediately
following construction

TROUT HABITAT RESTORATION
Spring Creek Fish Habitat Restoration
Confluence provided complete habitat
evaluation, design, and construction oversight
services on the restoration of over three miles
of spring creek and a side channel to the
Green River in central Wyoming. We
conducted a thorough inventory and analysis
of stream conditions to determine that the
spring creek fishery was grossly under
potential due to an excessive fine sediment
supply and a lack of spawning habitat and
adult trout cover. Confluence developed a
restoration plan that addressed these limiting
factors and has since converted the spring
creek into a trophy fishery supporting trout up
to 27 inches.

WETLAND DELINEATION,
PERMITTING & MITIGATION
Green Mountain Wetland Project
Confluence provided wetland delineation and permitting services for a 320 acre land
development project located in the Bangtail Mountains near Bozeman, Montana.
Due to the size of the project and the rugged terrain, we took an innovative approach by
combining on-the-ground site-specific delineation and detailed aerial photography. This
method allowed us to complete the work in a timely manner which met the client’s budget
and schedule.
The developer used our
delineation maps, along with
wildlife studies, to produce a site
plan that minimized wetland
impacts and preserved critical
wildlife habitat.
Confluence designed,
constructed, and monitored the
creation of 1.7 acres of mitigation
wetlands. The newly created
wetland satisfied requirements of
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers 404 permit and
provides attractive wildlife habitat
within an extensive open space,
complete with nature trails and interpretive signage.
Confluence took an innovative approach to the wetland permitting process that incorporated
the developer’s project vision and budget constraints while meeting and exceeding regulatory
requirements.

Confluence’s wetland services include:








Wetland identification, delineation, and classification
Wetland restoration and creation
Wetland ecology and monitoring
Soils and hydrology
Riparian management
Wetland permitting and regulatory compliance
Wetland mitigation banking

WETLAND DELINEATION,
MITIGATION & MONITORING
1001 Oaks Stream Restoration and Wetland Mitigation Project
Confluence conducted
jurisdictional wetland delineation
for an innovative office and retail
development in a commercially
zoned district in Bozeman,
Montana. The delineation was
part of an overall effort to
enhance the functions and
values of a highly impacted
creek, and to ease the planning
and permitting process for office
and retail building sites.

Confluence worked closely with the client,
the project landscape architect, local
landscaping services, and regulatory
representatives to develop an attractive
pedestrian/recreational corridor
surrounding a healthy, perennial stream.
This project received a City of Bozeman
Beautification Award.

O’Dell Creek Wetland Mitigation Monitoring
O’Dell Creek, one of Montana’s most famous trout streams, rises from the Madison River
floodplain near Ennis, MT. The Granger Ranch encompasses much of the headwaters of
O’Dell Creek and over 1,000 acres of adjacent wetlands. The wetland complex, which was
partially drained by ditching decades ago was recently restored, by plugging drain ditches and
elevating the groundwater table, resulting in ecological benefits to the immediate area and the
entire Madison River ecosystem. Confluence was retained by Montana Fish, Wildlife, and
Parks to monitor the restored wetlands to document their functional recovery over three years.
Confluence staff completed wetland, open water, and vegetative mapping in addition to gathering soils data. All of our work was completed following U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ mitigation monitoring requirements.

WETLAND DELINEATION,
MITIGATION & MONITORING
Valley West Subdivision, Bozeman, MT
Confluence developed final designs and provided construction oversight for 38 acres of
mitigation wetlands for the Valley West subdivision complex. Wetland features included
three lakes totaling 12.5 acres and an additional 25.5 acres of emergent wetlands. Wetland
design tasks included groundwater monitoring, soils and subsurface investigations,
developing final grading plans, and coordinating with civil and architecture project team
members. Tasks associated with lakes included developing grading plans, designing
screened inlet and outlet devices, designing water control structures, as well as overseeing
all construction phases. All plans were developed to maximize waterfowl production and
nesting sites, while providing recreational features for the public. Confluence’s detailed
mitigation plans included over-excavating the lake and wetland areas, then placing 6 to 12
inches of topsoil for wetland vegetation establishment. Confluence worked on a team that
included landscape architects, engineers, and development specialists.

Stanley Idaho Wetland Mapping and Delineation
Bisected by the Salmon River, the City of Stanley, Idaho is
surrounded by floodplains. As the town expands outward,
the city drafted a wetland protection ordinance in May,
2008. The ordinance called for landowners to utilize wetland maps during project planning to maintain a 50-75 foot
setback from wetland boundaries, and to seek a permit for
any development that would affect wetlands. Confluence’s
wetland scientists delineated nearly 250 acres within the city
limits, verified previous wetland delineations, surveyed
ephemeral and intermittent streams, and mapped aquatic
resources. Confluence worked closely with local landowners, the City of Stanley, and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to complete the project.

STREAM RESTORATION
& POND DEVELOPMENT
East Duck Creek Stream Restoration and Pond
The MacMillan Ranch, located on the
southern end of the Crazy Mountains,
retained Confluence to improve fishing
opportunities throughout the ranch. A
segment of Duck Creek was not
exhibiting pools capable of supporting
over-wintering trout, limiting the
fishery’s production and population of
catchable sized trout. Efforts to
improve fish habitat included a full
inventory of aquatic resources followed
by the restoration of pool habitat to
benefit native Yellowstone cutthroat
trout in approximately one mile of East
Duck Creek. Some of the stream
restoration involved the construction of
boulder step-pools through a highgradient canyon section of the stream.
In addition, we created a small but very
fishable and aesthetic streamside pond
that was stocked with Yellowstone
cutthroat trout. The project has
experienced a 100-year flood and has
maintained its pool morphology and
sediment transport characteristics.

Private Pond Near Big Sky, MT
Confluence provided survey, design,
construction management, and
oversight services for the
construction of a half acre pond near
Big Sky. This challenging project
included preparation of a grading
plan for the expansion of two small,
shallow marshes into one large deep
pond with surrounding wetlands.
The pond design included
connection to intermittent inlet and
outlet channels, a liner with a
subsurface drainage system, and
piping for the possible future addition
of a re-circulating pump.

AQUATIC HABITAT RESTORATION
Bear Creek Habitat Restoration

Several decades of poor land management
resulted in a degraded segment of Bear
Creek, which exhibited significant bank
erosion and poor habitat for adult trout. An
aquatic habitat assessment identified only
four pools in over 4,200 feet of stream
channel. Previous overgrazing and woody
vegetation removal efforts had also depleted
the riparian corridor of nearly all wood
species.

These land use practices resulted in a
stream channel that had become overly
wide, covered with fine sediment and
devoid of many of the habitat features
essential to a healthy trout population.
Confluence restored Bear Creek by
constructing over 40 pools and runs,
creating spawning bed, adding woody
debris for cover, and restoring the riparian
corridor with 600 native shrubs and trees.
Currently Bear Creek has a rapidly
recovering riparian corridor and a growing
brown trout fishery. It has become a
significant spawning tributary to the
Madison River, a world renowned trout
fishery.

WATERSHED AND LAND USE PLANNING
The Big Hole River
The Big Hole River watershed supports the last population
of fluvial Arctic grayling in the lower 48 states.
Confluence worked with Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, local ranchers, the Big
Hole Watershed Committee, and Montana DEQ to develop
a water quality plan for streams in the upper Big Hole River
watershed in Southwest Montana. In addition, Confluence
completed dozens of projects with the Arctic Grayling
Recovery Program to restore habitat critical to the survival
of Arctic grayling in Montana. These projects have
included large channel restoration and revegetation projects, upgrades to irrigation
infrastructure, installing fish passage devices, and reconnecting tributary streams to the Big
Hole River to improve habitat connectivity.

Silver Bow Creek
Confluence worked with Montana Department of Environmental
Quality, the Montana Department of Justice Natural Resource Damage
Program, and other consultants to monitor the efficiency of remediation
and restoration activities on Silver Bow Creek. Monitoring parameters
included surface water quality, metals in stream bed substrate,
groundwater sampling, biological communities, and geomorphic
adjustments of the reconstructed segments of Silver Bow Creek
The results of water quality and biological monitoring show a significant
improvement in the highly toxic waters of Silver Bow Creek. Today it is
a meandering stream that has the potential to become excellent habitat
for trout and other aquatic life, revitalizing recreational and economic
factors in Butte and Silver Bow County.

Clark Fork River
Confluence assisted the Montana Department of Justice Natural Resource Damage Program
in developing its restoration plan for the Clark Fork River. This work included developing
alternative bank stabilization concepts, evaluating floodplain stability and revegetation needs,
and considering various fish habitat restoration opportunities.
In addition, Confluence staff created and managed large GIS databases for the Milltown Dam
and Clark Fork River Operable Units, and participated in the remedial design for the Milltown
Dam removal, including remediation stream channel design and sediment transport modeling.
The remediation and restoration of the Clark Fork River will bolster the ecological and
economical conditions of Southwest Montana, including a drastically improved fishery, more
stable wildlife habitat, and increased land values. Confluence is proud to be a part of the
restoration planning effort of this magnificent resource to Montana.

ENVIRONMENTAL &
ECOLOGICAL SERVICES
Private Lake Ecological Assessment
Confluence provided fisheries expertise to a private ski resort to
develop a high quality recreational fishery in a constructed
lake. Confluence developed stocking and feeding rates to
promote excellent growth and vigor of fish, while protecting
against development of nuisance algal blooms, which reduce
aesthetic values and clog intakes and outlets. Confluence also
developed additional measures to prevent algal growth through
the use of non-toxic algae controls.

Bureau of Land Management Mountain Streams Study
Confluence collected, processed, analyzed, and reported a
consortium of data to develop a baseline report on the existing
conditions of select mountain streams within Fergus, Judith Basin,
Cascade, Teton, Lewis and Clark, Pondera, and Meagher counties
of Central Montana. Confluence
surveyed 28 sites on 15 streams. GIS
maps were completed for each site
and used in accordance with biologic,
geomorphic, and anthropomorphic
data to evaluate relative stability and trends within the functional
conditions of these systems. Aquatic habitat monitoring, stream
survey, and lotic survey data were completed at each study site.

Bridger Creek Ecological Assessment
Confluence was retained to assess baseline conditions of Bridger
Creek to determine potential impacts of development of a
destination ski resort to this small mountain stream. We
conducted analyses of macro-invertebrates, periphyton, water
chemistry, and riparian health and function at key locations along
the creek. The resulting data was used to develop natural
resource management recommendations.

GIS BASED SPATIAL DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS
Determining the Possible Effects of Climate Change on Montana Fish
Confluence provided GIS and relational database management
expertise to a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary group modeling the
potential effects of anticipated climate change on Montana’s
prairie stream fisheries. Confluence’s tasks included:
 Creation of a GIS enabled relational database of over
300,000 fish observations collected at more than
2,700 discrete sampling locations on Montana
streams
 For each sample location
 Delineation of contributory watersheds
 Compilation of fish assemblage characteristics
 Parameterization and calculation of Index of
Biological Integrity (IBI) scores
 Production of a statewide stream network topology
correcting stream density errors in the National
Hydrography Dataset
 Derivation and computation of Bramblett’s
Connectivity Index, Strahler Stream Order and other
topology based metrics for analysis and modeling

Contaminated Stream Sediment Mapping, Big Spring Creek

Confluence performed GPS based field mapping and GIS
based analysis of all fluvial sediment deposits on three
miles of Big Spring Creek in central Montana, in support of
efforts to remediate PCB contamination of the stream
caused by maintenance activities at the Big Spring Creek
fish hatchery.





Mapped 675 individual sediment deposits using
survey grade GPS
Characterized each sediment deposit according to
depositional process, sediment gradation of
streambed materials, and cover of aquatic vegetation
Calculated frequency, area, and spatial distribution
statistics for mapped geomorphic types, to facilitate
the creation of a sampling plan that optimized the
utility of a budget-limited sampling scheme to meet
project objectives

FLOODPLAIN STUDIES
Glacier National Park Floodplain Study
Confluence was retained to assist in the
development of a flood plain study near
Glacier National Park. The study was
commissioned by the National Park
Service to determine whether existing
housing units should be replaced or
relocated. Confluence identified
appropriate cross section locations for the
development of a hydraulic model and 100year flood map for the project area. In
addition, general observations regarding
stream corridor condition, evidence of
active geomorphic processes, and ongoing
management efforts in the river corridor
and adjacent floodplain areas were made. Confluence reviewed the existing flood studies by the
US Army Corps of Engineers and the National Park Service to gain an understanding of the results
and conclusions of those efforts. Other relevant studies or reports were also sought and reviewed
as available. Confluence reviewed recent published literature on alluvial fan formation, sediment
transport, stability, and flooding. Confluence also explored channel relocation as an option to lessen
effects on property.

Pipestone Creek Floodplain Re-mapping
Confluence assisted Jefferson
County to prepare designs for
restoring a 12,300 foot segment
of Pipestone Creek to its historic
alignment to reduce chronic
bank erosion and sediment
delivery downstream. Pipestone
Creek runs through a detailed,
FEMA-mapped floodplain, which
required Confluence to re-map
the new floodplain boundaries
resulting from the restoration
project. Our project engineers
conducted additional surveying,
HEC-RAS modeling, and GIS
mapping to re-map extents of
the proposed 100-year and 500year floods. The results of this analysis were submitted with a CLOMR (Conditional Letter of Map
Revision) application to FEMA and the Montana DNRC for review prior to initiation of the project.

CONFLUENCE:
SUMMARY OF SERVICES
Stream Restoration and Channel Design











Stream design, channel relocation and restoration
Pond and lake design, restoration and management
Bank and bed stabilization
Geomorphic channel design
Hydrologic and hydraulic modeling
Sediment transport modeling
Floodplain and riparian zone restoration
Endangered species protection
Fish habitat restoration
Fish screens and fish passage structure design & construction

Watershed and Land Use Planning







Flood studies and floodplain delineation
Watershed assessment & planning
Water quality & quantity studies
TMDL development
Grant writing and fundraising assistance
Public outreach and education

Environmental Compliance Services










Phase I Environmental site assessment
Wetland delineation & mitigation
Wetland creation & restoration
Environmental permits
Sediment and erosion control plans and management
Preliminary site assessment and evaluations
Environmental compliance monitoring
Weed management and Revegetation plans
Storm water discharge permits

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Database Management







GIS spatial analysis & mapping
B&W, Color & infra-red aerial photo-analysis
Preparation of maps, tabular data summaries, and presentation materials
Database design and construction
Statistical data analysis
Engineering design support

Environmental and Ecological Services




Fisheries & aquatic biology
Fish population surveys, riparian vegetation assessments, habitat
inventories, channel stability assessments and classification.
Mine site ecological investigation

